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Tuesday, February 5,1985

Bridge,
tunnel:
both are
options
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Some people want to study the
Ridge Street crosswalk problem
more thoroughly. Others want to
go over it one last time. Still
others want to go under it.
Building a pedestrian bridge
over the present crosswalk site
in front of the Mathematical
Sciences building has been suggested several tunes, and at a
recent city traffic commission
meeting, one commission member asked if it would be possible
to improve an underground
steam-line tunnel to accommodate pedestrian traffic.
Charles Codding, energy manager for plant operations and
maintenance at the University,
said the small size of the tunnels
would make them "close to impossible" for pedestrians to use.
"They (the tunnels) are six by
six (feet) and filled with pipes.
Some places you can hardly get
through them," he said.
High voltage lines running
through the tunnels would also
present a danger, Codding said.
THE CITY HAS no minimum
clearance for overpasses, David
Barber, public works director,
said.
"We don't have any overpasses to get involved in," he
said, calling an overpass a
"very remote possibility."
Clearance would probably be
"about 15 feet" to accommodate
trucks, he said.
John Mekus, engineer with
Lester H. Poggemeyer PE, Inc.,
a Bowling Green consulting engineering firm, said his company usually designs bridges
with 16 feet of road clearance to
allow for large trucks. Any
bridge with less clearance is
required to be marked to show
its clearance, Mekus said
One of the biggest obstacles to
overcome if a walkway or tunnel
is ever built would be to make
the structure accessible to handicapped persons. State requirements for wheelchair ramps
include a 12-foot horizontal run
for every foot of height gained,
with a five-foot level area every
30 feet of run, Raymond Buckholz, assistant University architect, said. Under these
requirements, a 16-foot overpass
would need ramps with a
straight run of over 230 feet.
Turns could be built into the
ramp to shorten the straight
run, but usability limits the
number of turns which can be
built, architects said.
"when you have to (build a
ramp) that high and that long,
you introduce an aesthetics
problem," Buckholz said.
Mekus agreed, noting an underpass would look better than
an overhead walkway "but people don't feel as safe walking
through them (tunnels) as they
woula if the structure was out in
the open."
A second obstacle is getting
the students to use the structure.
Bom the tunnel and the bridge
would require "a spot (for pedestrians) to go in (enter the
walkway)," Buckholz said.
"You aren't going to get too
many people to go out of their
way to take a more strenuous
crossing."
Alternatives discussed at the
meeting include closing Ridge
Street to vehic ular traffic between Eppler and North College
Drive between 8 a.m. and 5 pan.
weekdays, posting signs at the
Thurstin Street ana Mercer
Road entrances to Ridge, warning of heavy pedestrian traffic
during the above hours, and
posting crossing guards. Bill
Bess, director of Campus Safety/Police, said at the meeting
that closing off a section of
Ridge Street, probably with railroad-style crossing gates, and
diverting traffic seemed to be
the most feasible solution.
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|Students overlook geography
by Dave Harding
reporter

Q: What country lies between Nicaragua and Panama?
From a small sampling of
University students, the answers ranged from Bolivia to
Cuba while one student said,
"It would be like asking if your
two worst enemies jumped out
of a plane - which one would
land first? Who cares?"
Many people have begun to
express concern that students
not knowing Costa Rica lies
between Nicaragua and Panama is just the root of the
problem.
John Kunstmann, associate
professor of Geography, said it
Is not just a matter of knowing
where something is. but where
it is located in relation to other
things.
"Everytime you locate
something it's related to where
something else is," Kunstmann said. "For example, if
you have an assigned seat in a

class, you might sav your seat
is two rows from the window,
the fourth seat from the front."
Kunstmann added that
many people share a stereotype that geography is strict
memorization of where countries and landforms are located.
"WHAT GOOD IS it if you
know where something is and
don't know anything about it,
or if you know facts about a
country and don't know where
it is?, Kunstmann said.
The concern over college
students' lack of knowledge in
geography was highlighted recently in a report from the
University of North Carolina.
It said more than 90 percent of
the students who took a geography test flunked. However,
the problem is not just limited
to the state of North Carolina.
"I've had students who put
the Nile River in South America or Ecuador in Australia,"
Kunstmann said.
• See Geography, page 4.
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Ohio lawmakers discuss budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - Reaction to
President Reagan's proposed budget
ranged from full support to total rejection by Ohio's congressional delegation
yesterday, with many lawmakers voicing
concern about increases in defense
spending.
Reagan's $973.7 billion budget for the
next fiscal year would Increase military
expenditures while making sharp cuts in
many domestic programs and eliminat-

ing others entirely.
Rep. Ralph Regula, an Ohio Republican who met with Reagan yesterday for a
budget briefing, said he backs the proposed
level of reductions but not the
r
'mix." Regula said he favors reductions
in defense, but supports additional funding for education for the handicapped and
other domestic items.
Regula, a member of the House Appropriations Committee, said a compromise

budget that would take about $15 billion
from defense and shift a portion of it to
domestic programs would have a "fairly
good" chance of passing Congress.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Onio, said to take
the bulk of the cuts out of programs for
the poor and middle class is hardly what
most Americans will consider fair.
"It also imposes heavier burdens on
state and local governments, eliminates
revenue-sharing with one stroke, block

grants with another and breaks the promise of the 'new federalism' to states like
Ohio by forcing them to accept unanticiCl responsibilities while reducing
financial ability to meet them,
Glenn said.
The fate of the president's budget is
uncertain, but there is great concern in
both houses of congress about cutting the
deficit.

Faculty
Senate
Art benefits children takes active role

Editor's note: This is the
Brat in a three-part series on
art therapy. Tomorrow's article focuses on alcoholism and
art therapy.

by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

The governance of the University is a very important matter
to the faculty. The Faculty Senate provides the faculty with the
opportunity to participate in
thatgovemance.
' "There is no set of administrators that can match the expertise of the faculty collectively in
shaping the overall policy and
direction for the institution,"
Art Neal, chair of the Faculty
Senate, said. "I am a strong
advocate of the faculty governance process. The faculty are
the ones that have to live with
and implement the basic policies (of the University)."
According to the academic
charter, the document which
governs the University, the Faculty Senate consists of 60 senators elected by the faculty of
each of the different colleges
and schools at the University.
Neal said the senators do not
get pay or any other retribution
for their work, but the officers
only receive half of their normal
teaching load so that the other
half may be spent with the Senate.

by Tim Dehnhoff
reporter

A child aggressively paints a
picture resembling his loving
mother who visits on weekends. After the child completes
the portrait, be violently destroys his art work.
The child was venting his
frustrations in a creative manner through art therapy,
according to Lynn Erb, training coordinator at the Tennison Center in Toledo.
Although art is a part of
everyone's life, it may serve as
a tool of development among
mentally retarded children
and a sole means of communication among neglected and
abused children.
Children, like adults, have
trouble communicating their
thoughts and feelings. Since
children have a special loyalty
toward their families, talking
■bout abuse or other family
problems causes them to feel
they are verbally attacking
their families.
"Sometimes the only way to
detect signs of abuse or neglect
is in children's artwork," Erb
said.
According to Erb. talking
about abuse - especially sexual abuse - is a taboo.
"Art therapy gives them an
opportunity to express themselves. Otherwise, they might
keep feelings in for years, having no other way to vent
them," Erb said.
SHE FOCUSED on behavioral goals rather than art
Having spent a lot of time
analyzing scribble patterns.
Erb noticed at first a child will
go around and around over the
same area and eventually
lean to make one circle, she
said This la the beginning of
the use of symbols which Is a
primitive means of communication.
Illustrating stories helps the

Photo Illustration/PhU Meeturao

children become more familiar with family relationships
and peers, Erb said.
Although some results are
kept confidential, parents are
extremely interested in learningr about their child's artwork.
'A child may be able to
communicate through art how
he feels about his own family.
One child drew his parents
having large hands and feet,
representing violence. He

scribbled himself separate
from the rest of his family,
indicating that he felt left out,''
Erb said.
Art is a part of everthing we
do and it Is the means of expressing ourselves. "Reuniting children with their families
is the goal, and art therapy
allows one to explore himself
by building a better definition
of his character," Erb said.

ALSO INCLUDED in the Senate are ex-offido members.
They are the President, the vice
president for academic affairs,
vice president for student affairs, two persons from Graduate Student Senate, six elected
officers of Undergraduate Student Government and one
elected officer of the Firelands
student body.
The Senate has monthly meetings and may have an emergency meeting if an issue is
pressing, Neal said. An example
of this Is November's emergency meeting to discuss the
granting and denial of tenure at
file University.
He said the Senate as a whole
is important, but Senate committees are most important.
"Most of the basic work is
done in the committees," Neal
said. "They make recommendations at the Faculty Senate
meetings, and those recommen-

dations are debated upon and
discussed."
Neal said the Senate has been
very active since its establishment in 1961.
"Few universities have had as
active a faculty senate as Bowling Green for the past 20 years,"
he said.
Neal said there haven't been
eroblems with apathy such as
lose experienced by USG.
"IT IS AMAZING the number
of requests for action we get
from faculty members," he
said. "This has not been a year
of apathy, but more in the form
of overload."
Neal added the Senate has
been effective in handling the
load. He said last year more
than 200 faculty members were
directly involved with the Role
and Mission statement of the
University. He said the Senate
will meet today and the primary
concern will be revising and
updating the academic charter.
Neal said past administrations have had good relations
with the Senate, but noted exceptions.

"The faculty are
the ones that have
to live with and
Implement the basic policies (of the
University)."
Art Neal, chair of
the Faculty Senate
"The change from quarters to
semesters bypassed the Faculty
Senate and was voted on by the
Board of Trustees," he said. "It
is unlikely that it would have
been passed by the Senate."
In addition to governance,
Neal said, Faculty Senate provides a link between the faculty
and the administration, acts as a
check on the administration
and is also a way for the faculty
to pay attention to problem
areas at the University.
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Editorial
New IDs needed
The advantages of converting to picture student
IDs are many: For starters, there's the library,
the Rec Center and the check-cashing counter in
the University Union.
In all three places, two pieces of identification
are required for activities common to many students : checking out books, entering the Rec to work
off stress from those books and writing checks for
weekend cash.
With picture IDs, we would only need one form of
identification. This would save time as well as
hassles for those people who have lost their driver's
license or who never had one in the first place.
One inconvenience of a switch to picture IDs
would be the long lines for saying "cheese," but
that would only be a problem for the first semester.
After that, students could keep the same ID and
get validation stickers for each semester. The only
students needing pictures thereafter would be
incoming freshmen and upperclassmen whose
pride necessitated an update of their freshman
pictures. (There would be a charge for the latter, of
course.)
There's another possible improvement to student
IDs.
If they were made of sturdier stuff than that
flimsy plastic, they could have our names and
Social Security numbers raised as they are on a
credit card.
Then if a student were to be billed at the Health
Center, the Bookstore or Parking Services, the
clerk could simply run a credit card-type machine
over the ID card, rather than require the student to
fill out forms.
An increasing number of universities are switching to picture IDs in order to save time and
headaches when identification is required.
It's time for the University to catch up with the
times.

U.S. execution rate escalates
by The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - For the past
20 years, executions in the nation were rarities. Now they
occur, on average, once every 10
days - and that rate is speeding
up.
James David Raulerson, who
died in Florida's electric chair
Wednesday, was the fifth person
executed In the United States
this year.
Law enforcement officials are
reluctant to predict how many
condemned murderers will die
this year, but scores of death
row inmates are perilously close
to losing their battles to stay
alive.

There were 11 executions in
the first seven years after the
Supreme Court in 1976 allowed
states to reinstate capital punishment. In the last 21 weeks,
however, there were 15.
At first, time was on the side
of the inmates. There was only
one execution in 1977; none in
1978: two in 1979; none in I960;
one in 1981; two in 1982; and five
in 1983.

News Analysis
But last year, states put to death
21 inmates. Now. in the first 30
days of 1985, five have been
executed.
A sixth inmate who was sched-

uled for execution Wednesday in
Florida was granted an indefinite stay last Tuesday by the
Uth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta.
"Time seems to be catching
S" to the nation's more than 1,l death row inmates, said Stephen Schlesinger, director of the
federal government's Bureau of
Justice Statistics.
"It's very difficult to predict.
But it's quite possible well have
a relatively large number of
executions from now on, he
said.
The increase has been welcomed by law enforcement officials who argue that the death
penalty is more likely to deter
crime if enforced regularly.
"I can't prove it but I believe

MEESE AMD
NAY SHADOW...

A Media General/Associated
Press survey released earlier
this week showed that an unprecedented 84 percent of Americans approve of the death
penalty, even though half of
those believe the death sentence
is not imposed fairly from case
to case.
Although 38 states now have
death penalty laws, executions
since 1976 have occurred in just
12 states - Utah, Florida, Nevada, Indiana, Virginia, Texas,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Georgia, North Carolina
and South Carolina.

A Democrat rambles
Random thoughts and
jumbled jottings (part two)...
In the aftermath of the second
inauguration of a president I
didn't vote for, I have to defend
Xilf to my Republican friends
the words of Will Rogers: I
don't belong to any organized
political party; I'm a Democrat!
While on the subject of presidential politics, here's a potential slogan for a certain senator
should ne decide to pursue the
nomination in 1988: "A Byrd in
the hand is worth two in the
Bush."
Definition of tact: the ability
to tell someone to go to bell in
such a way that he or she actually looks forward to the trip.
Most insincere birthday greeting of the year, seen on a poster
in Prout Hall: "Happy 20th,
Leann! Congratulations, onefourth of your life is now gone!"
Sudden thought: you know a
mother is naive if she thinks her
daughter has been a good girl
when she returns from a date
with a Gideon Bible in her purse.
Picture this scene: five or six
college-age young men sitting in
a dorm room watching television, drinking beer and saying
things like^Get 'em!" and
"Yeah, kill 'em!" What is it?
Perhaps they're watching the
Super Bowl? Look again, and
you'll witness a campus phenomena: He-Man and the Masters oftheUniverse!(Butdo you
notice that the guys watching
never admit to actually enjoying
It?)
Best line of the week, heard at
a concert featuring "Those
Guvs" at Batchelder: "What do
Billy Graham and the Cleveland
Browns have in common? 50,000
people watching on Sunday saying "God help us."
From the "will-you-buythis?" department, overheard In

a music class: "I'm really sorry
I missed all four classes last
week, professor. I overslept."
Think hard, now; when was
the last time you went to a party
of any Una where someone
didn't suggest you play some
form of Trivial Pursuit?
This week's bumper snicker,
seen on the car of a seminarian
parked in a church parking lot.
''Catholic girls have Mass appeal."
On that note ...
Running out of space ... running out of time ... running out
ofideas!
Until next time, remember to
tell your parents you love them
before you ask for money, and
keep in mind, if you're not confused in today's world, you're
just not thinking clearly.
Michael "Doc" Doherty, a
freshman with an undeclared
major, is from Bowling Green.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is the campus forum for
issues concerning the University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and guest columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
Cartoons may be any size.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions we
consider to be in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address or deliver submissions to:
JfflTradean
Editorial Editor
The BG News
IN University Hall
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The decision came two years
after Justice William H. Rehnquist had denounced "endlessly
drawn out legal proceedings''
that he said made' 'a mockery of
our criminal justice system/'
Richard Brody of the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund, an organization that is opposed to the
death penalty and represents
numerous death row inmates,
conceded there is little likelihood of change soon in what he
called the Supreme Court's
"let's get on with it" attitude.
Brody cautioned, however,
that it would be "irresponsible
to forecast the pace of executions. "Our predictions (in individual cases) are wrong 90
percent of the time," he said.
But the mere passage of time
could fuel the trend of increasingly frequent executions, as
more and more inmates exhaust
legal appeals.
An overwhelming majority of
Americans supports capital punishment, and it is anyone's guess
whether that public sentiment
will change if executions become significantly more frequent.

Notes from the doctor

by Doc Doherty

it," said Georgia Attorney Gen
eral Michael Bowers.
The Supreme Court, expressing growing impatience with an
appeals process that has helped
keep hundreds of death row prisoners alive years after their
convictions, has played an important role in the current
speedup.
In July 1983, the justices ruled
that federal appeals courts may
take short cuts to reject lastditch efforts to postpone executions. The court said an appeals
panel - rather than routinely
postponing executions - may
deny a postponement by deciding that the issues in the underlying appeal are without merit.

THE OLD SOPT SHOE ROUTINE

Letters
Aid demands
are nonsense
Point: colleges and universities are a privilege to attend not, I said, not a right. So many
people now attending higher educational institutions expect Uncle Sam to foot the bill. This is
outrageous! Why? Because college and universities are not a
free government hand-out, as so
many see it as. It is an institution for higher learning that is
supposed to put us in a "higher
working class." It is up to us to
figure out how important it is to
go to a university. How much
are we willing to obtain the cash
means to attend? Are we willing
to get a job and work?! This, I
know, may mean an extra year
or two. I plan on working the
rest of my life at my picked
profession. One or two years is
''a small drop in the bucket."
The government does, in no
way, owe us an education. I am
sick of reading, in any paper,
how many people are getting
thrown out of college because
Reagan is taking money out of
their pockets. Example: Steve
Heidlebaugh, freshman construction major in the Jan. 30
edition of the BG News says, "If
I did not have that GSL, I could
not have come to college ....
Reagan is hurting the middle
class ... and I voted for him."
Steve, being a freshman, you
have a lot to learn.
Without sounding sexist, guys
do have the advantage on higher
paying jobs at this age - construction, for example - and I do
not want to hear that kind of BS
anymore. Get off your couchduster and get something (a job
or whatever) to get you. or anyone else, through school. If you
want it bad enough you will get
it. Be happy for the money you
have received from the government and take full advantage of
it. However, do not expect me
and the rest of the work force to
pay your way through school (in
P.S. - after the news, sports

and comics, try reading the
want ads. I would bet they are
rather extensive.
James A. Stone
511 Ridge Street

Picture IDs are
already available
Why do we have so many
students who are asking the
University for picture IDs? We
already have one: it's called a
Student Rec Center ID.
I happen to be one of those
poor souls mentioned in Linda
Ray Davis and Cathy Hoelzer's
letter who doesn't have a driver's license. However, since I do
have a driver's permit, I am not
allowed to get a picture ID from
the license bureau due to Ohio
law.
After going through several
hassles because I had no picture
ID, I went to the Student Rec
Center to have an ID made for
me the first week I was here at
school. Since most circumstances like cashing a check
require two ID's instead of one,
the Rec Center ID and my student ID work just fine. If we got
a student ID with a picture,
there would still be the problem
of having a second, or In some
cases a third, ID card.
A Rec Center ID costs only a
couple dollars, can be made in a
half hour, and is accepted
throughout campus as a legitimate ID card. It is also accepted
at places off-campus; for examSe, when you cash a check at
ebank.
We don't need pictures on our
student IDs. We can already get
picture IDs on campus if we
need them. The next time you
lose your driver's license, go to
the Rec. Show them your birth
certificate or whatever identification you still have, and save
yourselves some time and
hassles.
Paula Wetaiagton
315 McDonald North

Ad hominem OK if

readers are active
Well Craig, you have succeeded in motivating me to
write to the editor like no one
else has. I have just finished
reading your article, "Nasty
Writing Style is Contagious/'
(Jan. 30) and feel compelled to
give you a piece of my mind.
You may want to can it an
opinion.
Don't you realize, Mr. Hergert.
your article is no more relevant
than Mr. Vanzant's (Dec. 5) or
even this very letter for that
matter. The basic point I am
trying to make is that most
letters to the editor and subsequent rebuttals thereof are
merely tools to further the "ac-

tive" reading of the BG News by
BG students. This letter is an excellent example of that.
Who wants to read another article about biased political views,
the failing BG basketball team,
or even cafeteria food, when one
can digest essays such as yours
and be thoroughly moved by
them?
I am not a Democrat. I am not
a Republican. Hell, I'm not even
a journalism major. I am just a
student helping to further the
"active" reading of the BG
News, (not to mention filling
space at the same time) even u
it does include "ad hominem"
tactics. I'll take my subscription
now.
(Francis) Skip Sweeney Jr.
OCMB57M
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University has new England campus Blotter
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Nestled in the small city of
Norwich, England, is the University of Bast Anglia, the new
home of the University's study
abroad program.
For the last three years, University students have had the
opportunity to study at the University of Bath in Bath, England. But the program is
switching locations as of the 1965
fall semester, according to
Douglas Daye, director ot the
Center for International Programs.
He said the switch is being
made so costs will be more affordable for University students. The program was
revamped at the suggestion of
University PresidentPaul Olscamp, who visited the study

9

abroad program in England last
spring.
"BOTH OFFER comparable
programs but East Anglia offers
a few more services and conditions for a lower price," Daye
said.
Cost of the program for Fall
1965 is $1,900, which includes
tuition, fees, room and board
with selected British families,
orientation/local tours, transportation from the airport upon
arrival, counseling and medical
insurance.
"For about $6 a day more for
16 weeks over the cost of BG,
students can study in England,
Daye said. Classes are with British professors and students plus
the University professor-in-residence.
"The program offers the
chance to know another culture
with no language barrier at all,"
Daye said. There's no language
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course and have access for 10
weeks to the British courses
offered through the University
of East Anglia.
MOST STUDENTS will take
about 15 hours of classes, Daye
said, adding that all courses are
applicable to University degrees. Courses offered are similar to that of the University.
The University of East Anglia,
one of England's newest universities, has less than 5,000 students and is a one hour, 45minute train ride from London.
It is located northeast of London, in a residential area two
miles from the center of Norwich.
Daye said the town has a Norman castle in its center, open air
markets with multi-colored
roofs, and rivers running
through it which make canal
boat rides possible. Bus service
from the university to town runs

with this coupon
Receive 1 haircut
for just $5

EXPIRES FEB. 23

344 5. Main

Honors Student Association
3rd Annual

Feb. 1 thru 3
every 15 minutes.
Students who will be sophomores and above in Fall 1965
Two Swanton men were arwho have a 2.7 accumulative rested for different charges
grade point average will be ac- involving the selling and uscepted into the program until
ing of $2,200 worth of cocaine
rl. After that time, students
to an undercover Bowling
grades lower than 2.7 will Green police officer. Thomas
be eligible, but they must interMontion, 32, was charged for
view with Daye. June 1 is the trafficking cocaine on East
closingdate for applications.
Wooster Street and Mark
"In Britain, students are ac- Schwartz, 32, was charged
cepted to universities after a with drug abuse. Both are at
rather competitive process. the Wood County Jail.
Norwich is concerned that we
send the better students," Daye
A Michigan man's brown
said.
1963 Oldsmobile was finally
The maximum number of stufound after being reported
dents that can be accepted for
stolen last February. William
the fall semester program is 25,
TopolakL_of 24367 Country
with 15 being the minimum num- Squire 1333, Mt. Clemens, reber for the program to survive.
ceived bis car from police
Students interested in the pro- who reported it was found in
gram should attend any of the the long term parking lot at
Tuesday night sessions which the Toledo Express Airport.
continue through March 26.
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problem; they have an accent,
but so do we.
"Students gain cultural
breadth and perspective on the
United States and its economic
and social relations with the rest
of the world," he said.
Because of the revamping of
the program and the new location, Daye said negotiations
have produced the cheapest program possible. He said the program would be at least $600
more next year as it gets established, however.
During the first five weeks of
the program, Daye said University students will take a humanities class from the University
professor-in-residence and a
special introductory program to
British history and culture.
Starting Oct. 1, the regular
British semester starts for 10
weeks. Students will continue
the University professor's

$5

' Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. I block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

I DOM

\

Knee Sock Special

The Bigger Burger
with the Better Taste.

Now thru Sat.
Buy 2 pair at regular
price -choose third
pair (same price or
less)

1) Win the cash equivalent of
one semester's. In-state,
undergraduate tuition,
S9S9.M — or one of three
($50) book scholarships.
All carnally registered
BGSU etadeats eligible.

FREE

y—~fYp——i

T)

c'pC-j,

-•V \

iHJ

:

2) Tickets available Fefc. 4-18
from any HSA member, the
Honors Program Office
(231 Administration BJdg372-0202). and at tables
across campus.

I

3)«lp
foetS.
Drawing Feb. 21.3:30 p.m. at
the Falcon's Nest. Union.

All Fall Mdse.
Reduced as
marked

It's Ponderosa's Thicker, Juicier
'/. lb. Chopped Steak Burger. Only $1.99!

IH d

That's a lot of moneyr
Co-Sponsored by faltl ond The Copy Shop

Come into Ponderosa and try the new Vi lb. Chopped Steak Burger.
Each is steak-broiled just the way you like it. And it's only $1.99!
With The World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet'", it's only S3.S9.
Bring the whole family in and try the February Feature - the
Bigger, Better Burger! Only at Ponderosa.

open Tues. Eve.
till 9:00

Bowling Green:
1544 E. Wooster Street
352-0461
iSSSPonMniu Inc

S^m

)

Visa
Mastercard
Welcome

DON'T TRUST YOUR CASH
TO JUST ANYONE
Go with UAO to Daytona
$
205/ person
quad occupancy
Sign up in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union
call 372-2343 for more information

DL PoU, Puff
525 RJr St.
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$25,000 state grant accepted
by Don Lee
staff reporter

City Council last night authorized Mayor Bruce Bellard to
accept a state grant for repairs
to a group home operated by the
Wood County Board of Mental
Retardation.
Bellard was directed to accept
the conditional $25,000 grant
from the Ohio Department of
Development to provide for repairs to the roof, heating systems, and interior of the group
home at 432 S. Main St.
The home houses several
adults classified as educably
mentally retarded, most of
whom work at Wood Lane Industries, a sheltered workshop operated by the Board of Mental
Retardation.

Council also authorized Municipal Administrator Wesley
Hoffman to advertise for bids
and enter into contracts for improvements to the group home.
Plans and specifications are already on file with Lester Poggemeyer, P.E., Inc., a local
consulting engineering firm.
A resolution outlining areas
classified as "blighted" also
was passed as an emergency
measure. Ward 1 Councilman
Alan Mayberry, who proposed
the ordinance, said it was necessary to declare the areas
"blighted" in order to qualify
the areas for low-interest home
improvement loans from the
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
THE ORDINANCE defined
"blighted" areas as those con-

$2 OFF
rv J M_^'
''•* PaMWMI
ONE COUPON PER PIZZR
i-TZZCr OPEN 4 p.fn
352-5166
VOTED M-STPIZM IN B.C.

North College Drive and East
Poe Road. This area includes
Offenhauer Towers and MacDonald Quadrangle.
MAYBERRY SAID homeowners in these areas with moderately low incomes qualified for
5.5 percent interest home improvement loans through HUD.
MidAmerican Bank and Huntington Banks will administer the
loans.

The areas classified as
"blighted" are:
• The area bounded by Eberly
Avenue, Pearl Street, South
Maple Street, Sand Ridge Road,
South Main Street, Napoleon
Road, South College Drive, East
Wooster Street, Thurstin Avenue, Ridge Street, Clay Street,
Conneaut Avenue, Meeker
Street and West Wooster Street,
and;
• The area bounded by North
Summit Avenue, Ridge Street,

Council also last night accepted Mayberry's resignation.
Mayberry, who represented
Ward 1, including the University, in council since January
1984, resigned effective last
night because he and his family
are moving outside city limits.

5CX OFF

f\ OFF

Any amall lO' pizza
or large tub

finy medium 13" pizza
with TWO or moi9 ltem»

Any large 16" pizza
with TWO or »ore Itema

|-J3WP«*0»

taining a substantial number of
buildings with "serious deficiencies tiuit may endanger or
materially impair the health,
safety, or well-being of their
occupants or the public, and
which adversely affect the
neighborhood."

iJ3KK'*wO'»

nQaarMRofl' ONE COUPON PE« PIZZP
TeWr OPEN 4 p.m.

rrJKr

352-5166

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.

FIND OUT HOW
YOU
CAN GET INVOLVED
IN

OPEN 4

ONE COUPON P€» CWDEI

m.

P

VOTED BEST PtZZfi IN B.C.

U.S.G. UNIVERSITY
COMMITTEES
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday February B 7:30
2nd Floor Union
All representatives please attend
and anyone else that is interested is
welcome.

INFORMATIONAL
MEETING
Wednesday, Feb. 6
8:00 p.m.
Ohio Suite, Union

Any Questions Call
372-3509
■»«»«««"""»*l

r

'M

224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

AVAILABLE RENTALS:
EIGHTH STREET APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 Bedrooms
Furnished and unfurnished
Air conditioned
Gas heat
Laundry facilities
$250-$300 per month

803-815 Eighth Street

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
•2 Bedrooms
•Furnished Townhouse Apartments 519 Ridge Street
•Gas Heat

•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•Laundry Facilities
•Garbage Disposals
•From $385-$460 per month

542,560 Frazee Avenue
519 Leroy Avenue

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
•2 Bedrooms
•2 Baths
•Furnished
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• $425-5450 per month

Fact line Application* Freshmen ana sophomores
wishing to work for Fact Line
during the 1985-86 academic
year may pick up applications in tie Office ofPublic
Relations, 806 Administration
Building. The deadline is set
for Wednesday, Feb. 6.
Summer Study - Learn how
you could spend five weeks in
France and receive six hours
of credit. Bob Beard will discuss "Youth Hostels in Europe" during an open
information meeting about
this summer's program at
8:00 p.m. at the French House
in sorority row. Classes are in
English and all students are

Volunteers in Progress There will be an organizational meeting at 9:00 p.m. in 112
Business Administration.
This group sponsors such programs as Campus Sisters, the
Adopt-a-Grandparent Program, Charities Board and
trips to the Sunshine Children's Home for the severely
handicapped. Free and open
to all.
Dateline, a daily service of
toe News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

Geography
Joseph Buford, chairperson of
the geography department, says
the problem is widespread because of a lack of interest and
emphasis on geography through
the entire school system.
"IT SEEMS THIS country
has become more introverted
and national concious," Buford
said. "It's a horrible thing to
say, but it seems like unless
there's a war, we don't care

(Continued from page 1)

about where things are in the
world."
Kunstmann said another problem lies in that geography deals
with both physical ana cultural
phenomenon where credit can
be earned in both physical and
social sciences.
"It's a discipline with a foot in
two sciences and it doesn't fit
any particular mold," Kunstmann said.

JOURNALISM 300
ADMISSIONS
Students wishing to enroll summer or fall semester in Journalism
3* Introduction to Journalistic Writing most file a form and
current transcript before Friday, March 1, in the School of
Journalism, Room 113 of University Hall.
Preference will be given to journalism majors and RTVF, education
and sports management majors who satisfy the four prerequisites for
the course. However, other majors wiil be admitted as space permits.
Persons who are deficient In prerequisites should submit a typed
letter of petition to the Admissions Committee of the School of
Journalism explaining their situation.
The four prerequisites are: 1 grade of "C" or better in English 112,
2. grade of "C" or better in Journalism 103, 3. passing score on the
English grammar test that is administered by the School of Journalism,
and 4. grade point average of at least 2.7 for 30 semester hours of
courses.
At the university's preregistration, students should register for the
section of JOUR 300 that they prefer.

Exciting and Challenging Career Opportunities

Master of Business Administration
A small, highly selective MBA program has
oeen designed by The Ohio State University
to provide professional management
education to students with nontxisiness
academic backgrounds This two-year full-time
program
• facilitates a high level of student and
faculty-student interaction
• has no prerequisite course work
• is especially attractive to students with
liberal arts, scientific, and other
nonbusiness backgrounds
• is built upon a tightly integrated study of
foundation management tools and
concepts
• offers the opportunity to concentrate in one
or two management fields through
elective course work
• is offered by one of the top 25 schools of
management in the country and is
accredited by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business
Last years graduates were very successful in
finding career opportunities Examples of
positions they selected include the following:
• assistant to the chief executive officer.
Midland Mutual Lift
• field marketing manager. Ford Motor
Company

• management trainee with sn
international assignment. Chase
Manhattan Bank
• assistant product manager. Pillsbury
• financial analyst. Hewlett Packard
• inventory control manager. IBM Corporation
• account executive. Merrill Lynch
• consultant. Price Waterhouse
• management trainee with an international
assignment. Procter and Gamble
For a brochure describing this program and
application information, please
contact:
Director, MBA Programs
The OMo Stata University
111 Hagerty HaN
I77S Collage Road
Columbus. OH 4I210-IM*
614-42 2 -1511

/!^icr^fi n

({
i^^vl
^^^A^zA^JJ
The Ohio State University

Sv:

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS
•2 Bedrooms
•2 Baths
•Furnished and unfurnished
•Laundry facilities available
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•$425-$4 50 per month

Tuesday, Feb. 5

■■BBa«aBBaaBaj«asaaamakai

GREENBRIAR INC.

•
*
*
*
*
•
•

Dateline.

818 Thurstin.
624.670,656 Frazee

* Interest on security deposits for Teases
signed by March 31
♦12 Month leases also available
2 week special: Qualified renters only pay $100
deposit, good till 2-15-85

GAVEL MEETING

m

Wed. Feb. 6
p.m. Delta Gamma House!
Writers and photographers
needed - help support your^
Greek newspaper!
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Artificial tans popular
by Wendy Davy
reporter

With todav's modern technology, it isn't necessary to go
south for the winter to acquire a
golden tan.
Instead, a tan can be achieved
here - in the Great White North at a local tanning salon.
Most salons have either tanning booths or tannins beds
which can give an individual
that "week spent in Florida"
look.
Hair Unlimited, 143 W. Wooster, offers a tannins service
that, especially with spring
break coming, is being used
greatly by area students.
"We do have a lot of college
students coming in right now,"
said Amy Sarver, a Hair Unlimited employee.
Sarver said both booths and
beds are available there. "But
the majority prefer to use the
beds," she said.
For a membership fee of $35,
customers may use the beds for
eight visits or the booths for 20
visits.

BG News/Joe Phelan

Catching rays
In a tanning bed at Hair Unlimited, Heather Wise. BGSC1 student, prepares for her spring break Florida trip.

SUDS & SUN
FORT LAUDERDALE SPRING BREAK
8 days and 7 nights
Kitchen
Apartments by Bali Hai
•Bath
4, 6, or 8 occupancy
Color cable TV
Shuttle van available
Transportation via motorcoach
-Also available separately for $95°°

ONLY
'239

Contact: Troy Thomas
324 Offenhauer-W
372-6420

gft

STUDENTS CAN stay longer
in the beds than the booths,

therefore decreasing the number of visits necessary for tanning. The booth requires
shorter, more frequent visits,
and it uses both ultraviolet A
and Ultraviolet B bulbs. The bed
uses Ultraviolet A bulbs.
Sarver said the actual amount
of time spent in a booth or a bed
depends on skin type. All customers are required to wear
goggles, she said.
The results, although not long
lasting, are worth the effort to
many people, including freshman Anne MacDonald.
"I used a tanning bed over
Christmas," MacDonald said,
who worked at a tanning salon
near her home in Huntsville.
MacDonald said this artificially attained tan requires
more upkeep than one achieved
outdoors. "It (the tan) fades
within a week if you don't go
back," she said.
There may be other drawbacks, however, in using tanning devices, according to
Theresa Popp-Braun. a coordinator at The Well, a department
at the Health Center.
"IN MY PERSONAL opinion.

there are some risks involved,
she said.
Popp-Braun said the Ultraviolet B, received in the booths,
"... is (the) typical radiation
that you get from the sun."
"Over-exposure to normal ultraviolet rays from the sun has
been shown to cause cancer and
wrinkling," Popp-Braun said.
Research has shown that Ultraviolet A rays also can cause
premature wrinkling, PoppBraun said.
"Primarily, UV A goes deeper
into the skin and can affect its
elasticity," she said.
She also feels that certain
things must be taken into account before using an artificial
tanning device.
"If you are the kind of person
who never tans, but burns easily, you're not going to get a tan
(in a tanning salon)," she said.
She added that certain oral
medications, such as some birth
control pills and antibiotics, can
make some people very sensitive to ultraviolet rays.
"Individuals should use the
same amount of caution, if not
more, at a tanning salon that
they would use out in the hot
sun," Popp-Braun said.

'1

YAl>A fi»AMS
Organizational Meeting
Tues. Feb. 5,9 p.m.
Room 112 B. A. Building

SEND SOMEONE SPECIAL A VAL-A-GRAM
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY!
THREE HELIUM-FILLED BALLOONS
TIED TOGETHER WITH A PERSONAL
MESSAGE FROM YOU!
ONLY II
ON SALE MONDAY, FEB. 4
TIL FRIDAY, FEB. 8
IN THE UNION FOYER!

Adopt-a-Grandparent • Charities Board
• Campus Brothers & Sisters
• Sunshine Children's Home

Black Student Union
and
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)

CA GffiATW/ty TO QPM t •ffeee..*
^IconstJKTUi^Tif "

- Present -

Dimensions Of Black Awareness
February 1985

PANTENE
Perfect Transition
or Collagen

Mt %M reg. 39.99

Friday, Fab. 8
(7 30-10 00pm)

No Appointments Ever - Just Walk In!
Daily 8-8: Sat. 8-6
Sun. 10-5

832 N. Main St.
(Next to Lue Drags)

352-9763
PS^

HAIR FASHIONS

Ucturr Hack Thaalri
Or John Scon

Umon
(Town Room)

Rka: "CMMpwwy Hack Artists"
J 0 Jackson. Painlar (55 rmn )
Richard Rodatrs. Painlgr (30 rnn )
Jimmy HeWi/SUnCornell. Music(40min.)
Ed Parker. Sculpture (40 rmn )

Gisn Tfieaire
(HannaHaU)

OrajsbatkMt Iwlgat War kikap
Consultant/Speaker (TBA)

Amaru

Includes Cut & Set

Offer Valid Through 3/2/85

,^^^.

■M

Dtfi/ThM
Tat**, Ftt. I
(2J0-4:0OMU

M.M.I
110 00am-5-00pm)

BANNERGRAMS®
FOR REALLY BIG NEWS

Kinko's

325 E. Woostor
(Across from Toco Bell)

Free Admission To All Events
(For Information Contact ECAP 372-2798)

354-3977

Everyone Welcome

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE BEST APARTMENTS!!
WE HAVE IT ALL-SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE:
805 Thurstin
610 Second
61>s"econd
320 LO*I
801 Fi.S
237 N. F-^pect
315'/2 S. A.ain
317 S. Main

328'/2 S. Main
20* S. Church

32:5V E. Merry
710V.OTIm
327 E. 8-ers
243 S. pFfjoect
216-220 Mjnville
620 Third

"The Following are Still Open, But Going FAST"
517 E. Reed
520 E. Reed
525 E. Merry
507 E. Merry
850 Scott Hamilton
810-815 Fourth
602,605 Second
309 High
649 Sixth
640 Eighth
725 Ninth
222-228 S. College
701 Fourth
120-122V2 N. Prospect

733 Manville
825 Third
841 Eighth
801-825 Sixth
311V2.315.319S. Main
332Vi .336'/2 S. Main
203 S. Church
423,523.525 N. Enterprise
119-121 University Lane
234 S. College
223 S. Church
831 Scott Hamilton
138'/2 N. Main

Elsewhere
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Six police indicted in Dayton
DAYTON (AP) - Six current
or former officers for state, federal or Dayton police agencies
have been indicted on charges
stemming from an investigation
of alleged corruption in the Dayton Police Department organized crime unit, according to
indictments made public yesterday.

leased Monday also made public
the name of a Montgomery
County Sheriff's detective who
pleaded guilty to perjury in connection with the investigation.
William Modesitt, a federal
Drug Enforcement Administration agent, was indicted on
charges of eavesdropping, burand interfering with civil

eavesdropping, burglary, Interfering with civil rights, and tampering with evidence.

A special Montgomery County
Common Pleas Court grand jury
handed down the indictments
last week. The documents re-

Terrance Neeley of the state
Bureau of Criminal Investigation was indicted on charges of

CARL DALRYMPLE. a police
officer since 1966 and a detective
with the organized crime unit,

Steven Holland, an officer
since 1976 and a detective with
the Dayton Police Department'i
organized crime unft, was indicted for perjury, eavesdropping, burglary and interfering
with civil rights.

********** ***ATTENTION !*****•*••**•*
To whoever stole our Budweiser dock and our Moosehead Mirror,
which we had waited so long to get
YOU CAN RUN BUT YOU CANT HIDE.
We have lots of friends around here and we wiD find you! If you were
drunk or something bring them back, and an apology is all that will be

*****<COUPON******

;
J

*
*
{

^NUMBER

lONE
gj-S g^S™
PREPARATION

l
l

352-3551

Detective Jerome Koenig, a 7year veteran who retired Last
year, was indicted on charges of
eavesdropping, interfering with
criminal rights and possessing
criminal tools.
Robert Reynolds, who joined
the department in 1960 and formerly headed the crime unit,
was indicted on charges of tamEBring with evidence, derelicon of duty, two counts of
eavesdropping, and two counts
of interfering with civil rights.
Arraignment is scheduled for
Feb. 19.

PHYSICS
ATUD
An intensive

1

FREE DELIVERY

I

t
DONUTS ( ICI CUE AM
J
* •*• South Main
352-5162 »
***** * COUPONr ******

A************************************

^F

With Donut Delivery
with coupon
EXPIRES J/M/85

:
I

* The Getaway I

If we find you on our own ■ criminal charges will be filed.
SMRew.rdforinfole.dingtorecovery. 5^^^,,,.,

Urge One Item Pizza
One Large

1 FREE
COFFEE

was indicted on three counts of
eavesdropping three counts of
interfering with civil rights, and
three counts of possessing criminal tools.

CHH

IN TEST

summer program
June 17 - August 2, 1985
e A full-year college physics
course, including laboratories,
in 7 weeks.

VvrMTtLMnML ciAS$fs»<w«a'*cv.AT ■

• Ideally suited lor pre-medical
and other life science college
students.

M36"3™

• Appropriate for most
academic majors.

WMPMNI

• Housing available.
e Make your plans now.

Leasing For Fall 1985
Preferred
erties Co.

Call the Department of Physics
(513) 229-2311

i

835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00 - 4:30
Monday - Friday

Apartment Complexes
Hoven House
Piedmont-8th S High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville between
6th & 7th
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.

•

.

The I ktomityff Dayton

Features:

300 College Park
Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001

2 bedroom-carpeted S furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

Michigan family opts
travel over and back
TOLEDO (AP) - The border
that separates Ohio and Michigan is also separating John
and Judy Zeiler, a Michigan
couple who have opted to five
apart five days a week - all for
the sake of the children.
The Zeilers' home is in Bedford Township, Mich., one mile
from the Ohio border and 15
minutes from Central Catholic
High School in Toledo. That
accident of geography has
prompted the Ohio High School
Athletic Association to ban the
Zeiler children from the
school's sports program under
a rule twice upheld by courts
but skirted by the Zeilers and
families of about 35 other students.
"It's a hardship on the whole
family," Mrs. Zeiler said yesterday. "Right now, (sports
are) very important to the
kids, which is why we're going
through what we are."
Since August, Mrs. Zeiler
and three of her children have
been living with Mrs. Zeiler's
sister in Toledo, spending every week night in the city to
qualify as Ohio residents.
EACH MORNING, Mrs.
Zeiler sends the children to
school, then drives across the
state line to put in a full day
working at the family business, Zeiler's Market, and caring for her two younger
children. Every evening at 10
p.m., she drives back to Ohio.
The commuting allows Terri
and Joanie Zeiler to play volleyball and their brother, Bill,
to be on the Central Catholic
wrestling team.
The alternatives are to enroll the children in Michigan
public schools, which their
parents -both Central Catholic
alumni -believe are not up to
par academically, or drive the
children to the nearest coed
parochial school in Michigan,

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
* Metos Sauna

IT WAS A YEAR ago yesterday when the U.S. District
Court here decided the Ohio
athletic association had the
right to bar nonresidents from
high school sports, a ruling put
in effect because of suspicions
that high schools were recruiting out-of-state youngsters for
sports teams.
The court ruled the athletic
regulation did not deny the
right to obtain a religious education, and that ruling was
upheld without comment last
month by the U.S. 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati.
Martin vieth, a member of
the athletic association board,
said the rule has kept some
students on the sidelines.
"It's a difficult situation for
the kids, I grant you that,"
Vieth said. "But the unfairness
has been tested in the courts,
and I guess they've decided to
uphold the rule."
The families in Toledo's
Michigan suburbs say they can
prove their children have not
been recruited and say that
being benched at sporting
events threatens their children's well-being and right to a
private education.

COOOKIEEESI)
JUMBO VALENTINE
COOKIES

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which
has been built features the following:

15 miles away in Ann Arbor.
"They say, 'You've got
schools in Michigan,' but that
means I would spend two hours
in the morning, two hours in
the afternoon (driving) and we
couldn't allow them to play
sports. They'd have even less
time with the family," Mrs.
Zeiler said.
The Zeilers and other families have hired a Michigan
attorney, David Kohler, to
take their case before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
"What we believe is that
they (the children) have a
right to a total education, and
we believe sports are a part of
that," Kohler said.
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• Shower massage
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

V Baked in Our Campus Bakeshop

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

^ Available in McDonald,
Kreischer, Harshman,
Commons, Founders
^ Place Your Orders at Cashier
Stations
?9 Last Day to Order, Tuesday - 12th
fc -'
=«»•

i-2

SWAV

Z*V 1.25 per Cookie
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More
goals
needed
i9i\ Sideline

by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

Sooner or later it was bound to
happen. A team that would
offensively limit Bowling
Green's top line of George Roll,
Paul Ysebeart and Jamie
Wansbrough, would eventually
win.
While it was obvious before
last weekend what line was
doing most of the scoring, it
became even more evident in
the series against Western
Michigan, which BG dropped
both games, 5-2 and 8-5.
Wansbrough and Roll scored
four of the seven goals.
Wansbrough scored one in the
opener, and responded with two
more in the second game. Roll
added one of his own in the
second game.
They still did most of the
scoring, but it was not as much
as they ve scored in recent
games, and obviously not
enough to win.
As tar as scoring goes, its been
the "White Line" - as
designated by their practice
jerseys - that have been the
most reliable.
All three rest at the top among
BG's scoring leaders.
Wansbrough leads with 27 goals
and 26 assists for 53 points.
Ysebeart, ranks second at 19-2645 while Roll lies in third place
with 19-24-43.
Going into the series, the
Falcons were riding a threeSame winning streak, backed by
le offensive output of the top
line.
The streak began against Ohio
State as Ysebeart knocked in
four goals, and assisted on Roll's
goal en route to a 7-4 win.
Ysebeart later earned Central
Collegiate Hockey Association's
co-player of the week.
The following week the line
attacked St. Lawrence while
earning a 7-2 and 8-5 sweep. Roll
recorded a hat trick in
Saturday's game and one goal
on Friday while Wansbrough
scored twice in each game.
Roll and Wansbrough, the two
veterans, say they expect their
line to score because of their
experience, and Ysebeart's
goal-scoring ability.
That's great, but they are not
going to score four or five goals
every game. That's too much for
anyone to ask from one line.
When these players don't
provide the necessary scoring,
no other line picks up the slack
and provides a balanced attack.
This time their output just
wasn't enough; they did not
receive the much-needed
support from the other forwards
to win.
ITS GOOD TO know that win
or lose, these three will provide
most of the offense. However, its
time for other forwards to step
up and take it upon themselves
to do some scoring.
Good f orechecking and
defensive play will only go so
far. If the puck does not go in the
net, it wont give the Falcons a
win.
One line cannot do all the work
every game, and hope to win
regularly. It's unfair to expect
one line to carry the team
through an entire season.
Recently, the only other
forward scoring has been Don
Barber. Barber, a freshman,
also had three goals, one
unassisted, in the series against
WMU, and is showing signs of
the kind of improvement that a
coach looks for toward the end of
a season.
Head coach Jerry York said
after Friday's loss that it's
playoff time, and every game
counts.
Well, only six CCHA games
remain, and it should go down to
the wire for a home ice
advantage in the first round of
the playoffs. Michigan State
already clinched the conference
title last week, and Lake
Superior appears to have a lock
on second place.
At this point, BG shares fourth
place with WMU and lies two
points behind third place
Illinois-Chicago.
If the Falcons don't locate a
balanced attack soon, they could
find themselves on the road for
the first round. It would be the
first time in four years they do
not host the opening round.
I

Women tankers top Miami, men nosed out
by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

Almost everyone knows just how important coaching and strategy is in major
sports such as football ana basketball.
But how much coaching and what kind of
strategies could possibly be used in
swimming.
Well, Friday Bowling Green head
coach Rich Draper demonstrated just
how important these two things can be,
even in swimming. Draper led his women's team to victory, and his men to a
near upset, in dual meets at BG's Cooper
pool against two tough Miami squads.
The ladies won their seventh dual meet
in a row, beating the defending confer-

ence champions, 71-69, in an exiting meet
that came down to the final event. The
men lost their second dual meet in a row,
61-52, to last year's Mid-American Conference runner-up in an equally exiting
contest that also went down to the wire.
THE MEN were swimming against a
very tough opponent and Draper's strategies carried them above and beyond any
previous performance.
Before the meets had begun Draper
led his team in a resounding cheer that
echoed loudly throughout Cooper Pool
and left the stunned Redskins picking
their jaws up off the deck.
The psychological edge gained from
this noise led the Falcon teams, which
were alternating events, to early leads.

Before Miami coach Dave Jennings had a
chance to regroup his teams, the women
of BG were up 39-22, and the men were
winning 25-18. But Jennings, proving his
ability to coach, brought the Redskins
back.
The Miami men came back by placing
first and third in the one-meter diving,
and 200-yard butterfly events, consecutively, making the score 31-30 in favor of
the Falcons.
From there the teams traded blows
like Rocky and Apollo Creed until the
final round, the 409-yard freestyle relay
swim. With the Redskins winning 54-52,
both teams knew that a win in this event
meant seven points and a team victory.
UM won the contest in 3:11.72 while the

BG team of Les Zsekley, Bob Walker,
Chris Bumbrich, and Dane Burton came
home in 3:11.93, just an arms length
away from an upset victory.
DRAPER, THOUGH disappointed
with the loss, could not complain.
"You're never happy with a loss," the
Falcon mentor said. But the guys swam
a 3:11 in that last relay and that was
three seconds better than their previous
best time. . . I can't be upset with that."
Meanwhile, the Falcon women held on.
The lady Redskins came back slowly,
event by event, until the score read 63-61
in favor of BG with two events to go. This
is when Draper's strategy proved to be
the difference.
• See Swimming, page 9

Basketball

Palombizio helps BSC1 edge Falcons
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

At 6-8, 225 pounds, Dan Palombizio plays like a bull. He
isn't graceful like the Merrill
Lynch bull which tiptoes
through china shops.
Instead, he's more like the
Schiltz Malt Liquor bull which
wreaks havoc and devastation
anywhere it goes.
Saturday, Palambizio, the
nation's leading scorer, ran

wild in Anderson Arena, tallying 31 points and collecting 11
rebounds in Ball State's 60-59
win over Bowling Green.
"Dan is a great player," BG
coach John Weinert said. "He
is really physical. Dan is definitely one of the most aggressive players in the
conference."
Palombizio not only muscled
his way through double and
triple team efforts to score
inside, but also hit several long

jump shots.
"He's so dangerous because
he not only cleans up inside,
but be can score outside too,
BG guard Keith Taylor said.
"Ana you don't see too many
big guys in this league that can
ALTHOUGH THE Falcons
respected Palombizio's talent,
they didn't take the court
looking for autographs.
"He is really aggressive,
he'll elbow you and try to push

and shove," BG's Steve Marienet said. "But the only way you
can play a guy like him is to
give it right back to him. You
can't let him get the edge."
BG played it's best defensive game of the year as it
held the Cardinals, who lead
the Mid-American Conference
in scoring with 73 ppg., well
under their season average.
"Some expected Ball State
to have an easy time of it,"
Weinert said. "But we played

well defensively and it was a
credit to our kids that we
played right down to the wire."
The contest was close
throughout, with neither team
owning more than a six-point
lead.
The Falcons led just twice,
but when they scored seven
straight points to open up a 4642 advantage midway through
the second half, it appeared BG
might pull away.
However, after a Cardinal
timeout, Palombizio caught
fire.
THE JUNIOR transfer from
Purdue scored 10 of BSU's next
12 points and ended his outburst with a pair of 20-foot
jumpers to give the Cardinals a
56-52 lead.
Taylor, who never likes to be
out done, answered with two
straight driving lay-ups.
The teams then exchanged
jumpers before Palombizio
notched a pair of foul shots to
put BSU up 58-56.
After Martenet hit the front
end of a pair of free throws,
BSU extended its lead to three
with a Mike Chesser lay-up.
With nine seconds remaining Anthony Robinson scored
an inside basket on a pass from
Jeff Shook.
SHOOK ALMOST became a
hero when he appeared to steal
a BSU in-bounds pass, but the
officials called him for a foul.
The Falcons received a final
chance when Chris Shelton
missed the front end of a oneand-one, but Al Thomas' long
jumper fell short at the buzzer.
BG, now 8-11 overall, 2-8 in
the MAC, has lost four straight
and is tied with Central Michigan for the conference basement. The Falcons return to
action tonight when they travel
to Oxford to face Miami.
Ball State «0

Reed, 1-0-2; Wesley, 2-0-4;
Palombizio, 11-9-31: Chesser,
6-0-12; Shelton, 2-1-5; Jones, 00-0; Clark, 1-0-2; Peters, 1-0-2;
Luedke, 1-0-2. TOTALS: 25-1060.
BGSU59

Bowling Green's Steve Martenet (left) and Jeff Shook battle Ball
State's Mike Chesser for the ball In the Falcons' 60 59 loss to the

Cardinals Saturday in Anderson Arena.

Women cagers top Cardinals
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

It wasn't a Picasso, but it was a win.
At least that's how Bowling Green's women's
coach Fran Voll described the Falcons' 6962
MAC win over Ball State, Saturday at Anderson
Arena.
"Sometimes wins aren't pretty, but they are
wins," Voll said. "I'll take them any way I can
get them."
Forward Stephanie Coe, who led the Falcons
with 23 points, single-handedly kept the Falcons
in the game in the second half. At one point in the
second half, Coe scored nine straight points for
the Falcons.
"Steph is the type of player that can step
forward and win games for you," Voll said.
"Coe really hurt us," BSU coach Karen Fitzpatrick said. "Down the stretch, she was just too
much for us."
Falcon point guard Dina Jerinic put the victory on ice as she hit seven of eight free throws in
the last 2:30 of the game.
"Dina was the most likely choice for Ball State
to foul because she handles the ball most of the
time," Voll said. "But she really came through
for us."
"We wanted to foul Jerinic because she didn't
have a great foul shooting percentage," Fitzpatricksaid.
IN THE FIRST half, BG took a 22-12 lead with
9:35 left in the half on a Charlene Parriah
jumper. From that point, the Falcons were
outscored 22-10 by the Cardinals, and the Cardinals took a 34-32 lead into the locker room.
Nunu Joliff led the Cardinals with nine first-

half points. Donna Lamping and Emma Jones
each addedsixpoints.
Coe led the Falcons with 10 points and Joelyn
Shoup chipped in with seven points in the first
The second half was nip-and-tuck until 5:05 left
in the game. With the score tied, 51-51, Shoup
took a pin-point pass from Coe, scored a layup
and was fouled. She made the free throw to
complete the three-point play and gave the
Falcons a 54-51 lead. Shoup then scored on an
offensive rebound with 4:32 left to give the
Falcons a five-point advantage.
With 3:45 remaining, Rhonda Moore hit a
jumper from the corner to increase BG's lead to
58-51. Moore and Jerinic each hit free throws
before Joliff sank a 15-footer for the Cardinals to
make the score 60-53.
THE REST of the game was determined at the
charity stripe with Jerinic hitting six free throws
and Coe scoring three points from the line to give
the Falcons the seven-point win.
A big key for the Falcons was their defense, a
full-court press into a man-to-man.
"In games like that, you are fortunate to win,
Voll said. "We played good defense and hung
tough when we had to. The press forced some key
turnovers when we needed them."
BG shot a dismal 23 of 71 for 32 percent in the
winning efffort. Following Coe in scoring for the
Falcons were Shoup with 14 points, Jennie with
13 points and Moore with 11.
BG's record is now M overall and 6-4 in the
MAC. BSU falls to 5-14 overall and 3-7 in the
conference.
__.
,
The Falcons will travel to Oxford to face
Miami tonight in MAC action.

BG News/Phil Masturzo

Miller, 0-2-2; Taylor, 12-4-28;
Shook, 2-1-5; Robinson, 5-4-14;
Martenet, 1-1-3; Thomas, 2-15; Tyler, 1-0-2; Nass, 0-0-0;
Davey, M-0. TOTALS: 23-1359.

BG gymnasts fall
by Tom Skemivltz
sports reporter

Despite excellent performances on the floor exercise,
the Bowling Green gymnastics
team settled for second place in
their meet with Northern Illinios, Ball State and Iowa State
Saturday at DeKalb, 111.
NIU finished first with a team
score of 174.70 followed by BG's
score of 171.85. BSU, 169.30, and
ISU, 166.00 finished third and
fourth respectively.
"Any time you lose it's disappointing, but we weren't going in
expecting to knock Northern IUinios off, Simpson said.
Earlier this year, Simpson
said that the Huskies are the
team to beat in the Mid-American Conference this year, despite a third place finish last
year.
BG's floor performances
made the final outcome close.
Four BG gymnasts scored 9's or
better on the floor exercise.
Maria Dechiara led the Falcons
with a 9.2 followed by Shelley
Staley (9.1), Kris Byerly (9.06)
and Tiffany Kosmerl (9.0) also
contributed to BG's strong showing on the floor.

As impressive as the Falcon
tumblers were on tne floor, they
offset themselves with subpar
showings in the beam and bar
competitions.
"WE WERE terrific on the
floor and average on the vault
but poor on the beam and bar,"
Simpson said. "All but one of the
girls fell on the beam and bars."
One of BG's biggest problem
was NIU's Darlene Davis. Davis
scored 9.3's on the floor and
beam competition and 9.05 on
the vault, placing first in all
three categories. Overall, she
scored 36.15 placing first easily.
Kosmerl, who set the school
record in the floor exercise and
also owns the balance beam
mark, paced the Falcons with an
overall score of 34.60 and fourth
place.
BG will get another chance
against NIU at the Mid-American Conference championship
next month.
"The pressure will be on
them," Simpson said. "It is always easier when you're the
underdog."
Bowling Green 6-2 travels to
Morgantown, W.Va. to face
West Virginia, Duke and Clarion
State Friday.
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Broncos humble BG icers in weekend sweep
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

BG News/Susan Crou
Bowling Greens Andy Gribble (13) races past Western Michigan's
Chris Mac Donald for a loose puck while the Falcons' Doug Claggett

trails the play. BG dropped two games to the Broncos, 5-2 and 8-5 at
the Ice Arena.
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hot rods
Fasten
your
seat belts.
Now, with
Redken's
advanced
flow wave
technology,
you get a
headful of
strong,
springy
curls in a
fraction of
the time.

EIGHTH STREET
APARTMENTS
803-8IS Eighth Street

I

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 Bedrooms
Furnished and unfurnished
Air conditioned
Gas heat
Laundry facilities
$250-$300 per month
Interest on security deposits for
leases signed before March 31

GREENBRIAR

When it rains it pours and
Western Michigan brought a
monsoon to the Bowling Green
Ice Arena, pasting the Falcons
5-2 Friday and 8-5 Saturday.
WMU's sweep dropped BG
into a fourth place tie with the
Broncos and hindered the Falcons' quest for home ice advantage in the upcoming Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
playoffs.
The loss of Iain Duncan early
in the second period of Friday's
contest took a lot of much
needed muscle out of BG's game
plan, according to Falcon head
coach Jerry York. Duncan was
whistled for spearing, which
carries an ejection and game
disqualification.
"They were a lot more physical than we were and, because of
that, they controlled the tempo
of the game," York said.
"That's where we missed Duncan the most."
According to WMU coach Bill
Wilkinson, controlling the tempo
of the game was important, but
Duncan was not the only factor
involved. The BG fans, unusually docile to the Broncos, were
a major concern.
"We couldn't let them (BG)
get ahead because the crowd
gets involved and then it becomes a horse race which is
hard to stop," Wilkinson said.
"We had to Keep the momentum
away from them and keep the
fans as uninvolved as possible."
NOT ONLY did WMU not let
BG get ahead early, they didn't
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let them get ahead at all. The
Falcons never owned a lead the
entire weekend.
BG's offensive problems
stemmed from the lack of an
effective power play. The Falcons converted on only one of 17
opportunities while surrendering three short-handed goals.
WMU converted on three of
seven power plays.
The Broncos grabbed a 3-0
lead Saturday and never looked
back. Before the second period
ended, WMU's Dan Dorion completed a hat trick and the Broncos lead 6-2.
"That's the type of player he
(Dorion) is, he's very strong
on
the puck," Wilkinson said.7'He
could have easily had six goals
but he missed three breakaways."
George Roll, Jamie Wansbrough and Don Barber scored
three of the next four goals, but
Jim Culhaneput the nail in BG's
coffin with 2:31 remaining by
scoring on an open net.
Unlike Saturday, Friday's
contest was closer than the
score would indicate.
THE BRONCOS claimed another early lead, this time 2-0.
BG came back with Barber and
Wansbrough goals, Barber's tying the game with 18:31 remaining in the contest.
Defense dominated play until
Lance Johnston put a Dorion
centering pass past BG's Wayne
Collins. The Broncos scored
twice in the next four minutes,
both goals short handed, to seal
the Falcons' fate.
"We played really well in
• See Hockey page 9
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Hockey
Continued from page 8
spots but we've got to concentrate on not 40, but 60 minutes
of good hockey," York said.
"It s nearing the playoffs and
every game's going to go
right down to the wire."

BG News/Joe Phelan
Kim Gargus, Is about to hit the water in three meter diving; she finished eighth In both the one and threemeter competitions.

Campus Manor
Apartments

Swimming.

505 Clough

Continued from page 7
Sheila Westendorf was having
an outstanding day. Swimming
in four events, she had her career best times in all four of
them. Westendorf was scheduled to swim in the 200-yard
individual medley event, but
Draper made a coaching decision by saving her for another
race. This event is a winnertake-all, seven-point contest,
meaning that the meet would
still be up for grabs.
RECOGNIZING the fact that
Westendorf was having a great
day, Draper placed her on the
400 free relay team. Lisa Lasarenko, who also enjoyed a fine
day, Beth Ricketts, Anette Agee,
and Westendorf won the relay by
over two seconds, securing a
Falcon victory, and maintaining
a spotless record.
Draper was happy with the
hard-earned victory, but was
If everyone over 50 had
colorectalcancer checkups;
the cure rate could be 75%.'
Callus,

The Falcon icers, 15-17 (1313 in the CCHA). face MichiC State in a home-ande series this weekend,
traveling to East Lansing,
Mich., Friday and hosting the
Spartans Saturday. MSU, 29-3
(23-3 in conference play) has
already clinched first place in
the CCHA and currently is
ranked number one in the
nation.

ecstatic with the way his teams
came together.
'Tor the first time all season
they got up without any provocation and we're doing some
cheers, and they got bound together as a unit," he said.
When the women swam (the
last relay) there weren't just
four swimmers, there were 39 of
them swimming. And when the
men swam there were 39 of them
swimming agian."
The victory for the women's
team brought them to 7-0 in dual
meets. 4-0 in the MAC, and it
should project them into the
favorite's spot heading into the
championship meet to be held
here in March. The loss dropped
the UM women to 2-3,0-1.
The loss for the men dropped
their record to 3-4,1-3 and raised
the Redskins' record to 1-2,1-0.
Both Bowline Green swim
teams will be idle this weekend.
* AMERICAN CANCER SOOFTY

MIADOVYVIIW COURTS
214 Napoleon \U\.
352-1195

CALL NOW
A pail men (s Available
1 Unfurnished
lBdrm.
Efficiency
Furnished Apt.
$200/month
$270/month
landlord pays gas
All utilities paid
tenant pays electric
2 bdrm.
Furnished Apt.
$270/month

Unfurnished Apt.

Tenant pays gas
and electric

tenant pays gas
& electric

2 Bdrm.
$250/month

352-9302 (anytime)

2 bedroom, furnished apts.
• Renting for summer and fall
• Gas, water, heat, sewage, included in
rent
• Trash collected twice a week
• Close to campus & downtown (next to
Sterling's & Dorsey's)
• Laundry facilities in each building
• On site management & maintenance
VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
SUITE B15

Cincinnati's preseason
includes Chiefs, Jets
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati Bengals say they will
play two preseason football exhibition games at Riverfront
Stadium this summer, against
the Kansas City Chiefs and the
New York Jets.

dium, the team's home field.
Cincinnati winds up the preseason slate on the road against
Detroit on Aug. 24 and the Indianapolis Colts on Aug. 30. All of
the games are scheduled to start
at 7 p.m., local time.

The Bengals are to open their
four-game exhibition schedule
against the Chiefs on Aug. 10.
Game No. 2 of the preseason
schedule will be against the Jets
on Aug. 17. Both contests are
scheduled at Riverfront Sta-

Bengals Coach Sam Wyche
said rookies are to report to the
team's summer training camp
July 21 at Wilmington College in
Wilmington, Ohio. Cincinnati's
veteran players are to report to
camp July 25.
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All residents are granted the privilege of a
membership toChern wood Health Spa
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Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Feb 5. 1985
PLACEMENT BULLETIN *3 FEB 6. »85
Scheduling On-Campus
Interview Appointmenls
The hrsl day ol stgn-upe lor nt«rvi«wt during
(he period ol FeOruary 18, 1986. through
Merer! 1. 1985. w* be hew on Wed . Feb 6
1985. at 4 00 p m at North Eaat Commons
Education signups w*be held at 6 00 pm m;
the Forum o* the Student Services Budding Al
regatrants must have a First Choice Interview,
Card m order to participate *i the ftrst day otj
signups After the 'irst day. students and
alumni ae may sign-up lor Interviews from 8 00
am to 5 00 p m at the University Placement
Services. 360 Student Services Buricfcng
A Credential Form must be submitted lor each
nlervtew scheduled al the time ol sign-up
It for any reason you cannot keep your appointment, please cat the University Placement
Services office no later than 9 00 a m one
work day BEFORE your scheduled Interview
The telephone number «s 372-2356 Failure lo
do so Mi be considered Insufficient Notice
Two distances ol Insufficient Notice w* result in
forfeiture ol a-gnuo privileges for the next signup period
NO SHOW POLICY: Failure lo appear tor a
scheduled interview wfl result m .mmedWte
suspension ol you signup privileges lor the
next recruiting period You are required to send
a letter ol apology to the employer and We a
copy of this letter *rth the University Placement
Services Any student who twice la*s to honor
then xiterview commitments w4 be denied
mterviewtfig privileges lor the remainder ol the
academic year
Monday. February II
ElyrLd Schools (1)
LTV Steel Company (1)
Nordson Corporation (2)
Tuesday. February 19
Army Nurse Corps ) 1)
Burke Marketing Services (1)
Columbus Pubfcc Schools (1)
Fnendty Ice Cream Corp (1)
ITT Telecom Network Systems (1)
Northwestern Mutual Insurance (1)
TRi mc (1)
Wednesday, February 20
Carter Wallace. Inc Ml
C*>cmnab Pubfcc Schools (21
Fmctey City Schools (11
Mead Data Center (2)
Michigan Mutual Insurance (1)
Red Rool Inns (1)
Gbdden Coalings & Resins Orv . SCM (1)
U S Air Force (1)
Thursday, February 21
H & S Pogue Company (3)
L S Ayres A Company (3)
Dmkee Famous Foods Drv . SCM (1)
Xerox Corporation (11
Friday, February 22
Chubb Group ol insurance Co (1)
EkJer-Beerman Stores (1)
j B Robinson Jewelers, Inc M)
U S Navy Medical Programs (2)
Wallace Computer Services (2)
Monday. February 25
j C Penney Company (2)
Mead Corporation (11
Stoutfersd)
United Telephone Co ol Indiana (11
Tuesday, February 26
Higbee s 42)
j C Penney Company (1)
Mead Corporation (1)
Puia Hut. Inc (3)
Roadway Express. Inc (3)
United Telephone Co of Indiana (1)
York Steak House (1)
Wednesday February 27
General Electric Co (2)
KkisOept Store (1)
J C Penney Company (1)
MONY (1)
Moore Business Forms (2)
NFO Research. Inc (1)
Paul Harm Stores (2)
Susie s Casuals (1)
Thursday, February 20
Bank One. Columbus
Colgate Palmoive Company (1|
HisDept Stored)
j C Penney Company (1)
Friday. March 1
F 4R Lazarus |2)
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aTTEMTinMIM
ATTENTION'!'
ALL CLUBS ANO CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
The AMA chattngea your club lo participate in
the Red Cross's Blood Drive. Feb 4 8 Club
with most contributors, relative to the size ol
club, wins a keg to replenish your depleted
bodies' Cat 372-2775 to make your appointment Sign up on food table after you contnbute See you there'"
Attention Education majors)
SWA Meeting Feb 0.1:00 pm 61$ ISC.
6e there!
Blood Drive
Feb 4 Feb 7
Grand Balroom

SERVICES OFFERED
Cent ComeuW"?- CS 100 and MIS 200
tutomg lor BMic programs 5' per mmule Cal
Thom» 25968
RESEARCH PAPER PROBLEMS' ENG 112
Research Paper Assistance Desk TO THE
RESCUE1 2/4-3/7 M-Th. 10 30-noon, 3-5. J9 30. Sundaye 2-6. 7 30-9 30pm JEROME
LIBRARY
Fouta Typing
Superior quality on a xerox memory writer
S1 00/page On campus pick-up (M-F) 4:00

DON'T BE THE ONLY ONE LEFT OUT- BE
AT THE NORTHEAST COMMONS ON BAT.
FEB 9. 9-1 AM. THE ALPHA PHIS AND ALPHA
SIGS WILL BE THEIR READY TO SWING! OET
READY FOR FLORIDA FUNGI 11
DON'T MISS THE FUNI
FLORIDA FLING IS COMING!
THURS FEB 7. S-9-HAPPY HOURS
AT UPTOWN!
SAT FEB 9. 9-1AM IS THE BEER BLAST!
DOOR PRIZES WILL BE RAFFLED OFFI THE
EVENT FEATURES THE BAND "MIXED COMPANY." SEE YOU THERE!
FII-For-AI Aerobrca
for Men
Every Tues a Thurs 7-Bem

pm 669 2579

Bob Martey Tribute Live raggae with First Light
from Cleveland, and Crucial DBC from BG
Northeast Commona. Feb 6. 730pm Sponsored by Committee to Commemorate Bob
Martey. MSA. UAO, WBOU-FM

ORE • OMAT • LSAT Preparation
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR
3550 SECOR RO . TOLEDO
538-3701

Ceder Pont «tf erviewa wi be held on February
6 and 7 from 9am lo 5 00pm in the Ohio Surte
ol the Umon You must a»jn up lor an IntervJew
by today at 5 00pm in the Student Employment
Program Office. 460 Student Services.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N Main St BG
Confidential personal care
Special Rales BGSU students
Convenient Appointments

■A Meeting Feb 6
7 45pm BA 114
Our speaker wi tait on the Educational Program in Nantes France and traveling In Europe
with youth hostels Also nominations wi be
taken tor executive olfices

354-3540

Al your typing needs
prompt a professional
352-4017 Clara

Important meeting of La Cercle Francais
Wednesday February 6, 1985 7 30pm at the
French House
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO OET WORK
EXPERIENCE
THY THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIPS! Special presentation from David Hoard of Washington DC on
"Internships Through Washington Center."
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6 AT 3:30 IN THE
TOWN ROOM, UNION. Internships available
for sll majors. 12-15 hours credit, any semester, scholarshipi too. Contact 372-0202 or
231 Admin Bldg tor more Inlormatlon.

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

419-255-7769

TYPING SERVICES
15 yrs experience term papers, letters,
resumes. I -865-2240 Reasonable rates

RSA meets 7 00 pm Monday
McFal Assembly Room
RSA- Resident Student Association meets
every Monday night 7 00 pm McFai Assembly
room Everyone*
Everyone welcome
See Europe and Earn 6 Hours ol Credit'
SUMMER STUDY IN NANTES. FRANCE
Classes m English
Bob Beard-Youth Hostels in Europe"
Open informational Meeting
February 5 8pm
The French House on Sorority Roil

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS (WASHINGTON
CENTER) DEADLINE HAS BEEN EXTENDED
TO FEBRUARY 20. Learn more from David
Hoard. Washington Center start member
WED.. FEB 6 at 3:30, TOWN RM, UNION.
Internships are available lor all majors. 12*1$
hours credit, fall, spring or summer, scholarships available. Contact 372-0202. 231
Admin Bldg tor more inlormatlon.
The Environmental Interest Group will meet
tonight In 208 Hayes al 7:30pm. Join usl
Volunteers In Progress Organizational Meeting Tuesday. February 5 at 9 00 Room 112
B A Bueckrtg We are taking volunteers lor
Adopl-A-Grandparenl. Sunshine Chiidrens
Home. Charities Board and Campus Brothers $
Sstsra Free and open to aj.
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS)
LETS WIN OUR OWN BL000M0B1LE CHALLENGE. WE NEED EVERYONES HELP ON
THIS ONE. MONDAY. FEBRUARY 4
THROUGH FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 10:00am3 45pm CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
NOW AT 372-2775 BETWEEN Bam A 5pmLETS GET INVOLVEDI

PERSONALS
ALISSA GLASS,
JUST THOUGHT I'O LET YOU KNOW I CAREI
YOU'RE THE BEST ALPHA PHI ANO THE
BEST BIO I COULD ASK FOR. FORGET THE
PAST. THINK Of THE GOOD TIMES TO
COME... FLA, SUMMER, AND BRAD HAVE A
OMAT WEEK I LOVE, SUSI
Al Winter Cords Up to 60S OFF
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
ALPHA PHIS ft ALPHA SIGS
WANT YOU AT OUR
ANNUAL FLORIDA FLING
SAT FEB 9. 9-1 AM NORTHEAST COMMONS
HAPPY HOURS— THURS FEB 7, 5-9 PM
AT UPTOWNI
ALPHA SIGS AND ALPHA PHIS
ARE IN THE MOOD TO PARTYI
GET READY FOR FLORIDA EARLY I
FLORIOA FLING IS SAT FEB 9. 9-1 AM.
FEATURING THE BAND
"MIXED COMPANY"
ARE YOU IN THE MOOD FOR A "FLING"?
THEN COME TO FLORIDA FLING" THE
ALPHA SIGS AND ALPHA PHIS ARE READY
TO SWING INTO FLORIDA FLING! HAPPY
HOURS 5-9 THURS FEB 7. BEER BLAST SAT
FEB », 9-1 AM. DON'T MISS ITU
• • • DON'T MISS • • •
The Mas B Q S U Schottralap Pageant Fecruary 7.8.9 at Kobacxer Hal
LASER ART SALE
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
MON-FRI 10-4

Join WOMEN FOR WOMEN Tuesday, Feb 5.
at 8 pm m Rm 302 Hanna Hall At this time we
wi form task forces to work on various Issues
(reproductive rights, violence against women,
women's health and many others) as wsi as
support and discussion groups Everyone welcome Cal the Women's Center for details.
372 2281

BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE
UVE REGGAE— FIRST LIGHT AND CRUCIAL
DBC FEB 6 7 30. NE Commons Committee
lo Commemorate Bob Marley. MSA. UAO.
WBGU-FM

MEMBERS
D0N7 FORGET ABOUT THE MARATHON
PROJECT CHARLENE BRUNO 354-2200
NEEDS AS MUCH HELP AS POSSIBLE OET
EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE A BE A MAJOR
HELP TO THE CLUB CALL HER'

$1 19 Breakfast
Bacon or Sausage. 2 Eggs.toasl.coltee
Mon-Frl 9am-1 pm with this ad
Expires March 3. 1985
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412E Woosler

AMA

FLORIDA FLINGII
HAPPY HOURS- 5-9 PM THURS. FEB 7 AT
UPTOWN!
ON—CAMPUS PARTY- 9-1 AM SAT FEB >l
NORTHEAST COMMONS.
BE THERE!!
FLORIDA FLING!'
DON'T MISS THE FUNNEST BEER BLAST ON
CAMPUS! THURS FEB 7 IS HAPPY HOURS AT
UPTOWN 5-9-50' AT DOOR!
BEER BLAST IS SAT FEB 9. 9-1 AMI DOOR
PRIZES FROM AREA MERCHANTS! FEATURING THE BAND "MIXED COMPANY." DON'T
MISS THE PARTYI
FUN! EASYI SIMPLE!
LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY ANO EARN
MONEY IN TIME FOR SPRING BREAK' 100*
GUARENTEED1 CALL BETH AT 372 4481
George Lewis.
The Brothers ol ATO wish you a happy birth

sa

Get the picture1
LASER ART
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
MON-FRI 10-4
GtVEBLOOO
Feb 4- Feb 7
GRAND BALLROOM

HEIDI JO MTDDLETON,
YOU'RE THE BEST LITTLE ANO I'M SO
PROUD OF YOU. CONGRATS ON YOUR
INtnATION SATURDAY! LOVE, SUSI
Herbs wortt miracles! Lose weight. Increase
energy end feel great I 100H money back
guarorrtoe. Call 3S3-0I43 lor more Info.
Here's a fun way to get In shape. Intramurals
Racquetball for women. Entries are due Feb.
« by 4:00 M lot Madam* me Cantor
Hey Gamma Phi Beta Basketball team. What
an exciting game* Tnanx Rick, let's do it again
lomorrow night III we're sH alive )
HEYKIKI
Congratulations on your Phi Mu activation1 I'm
so proud ol you Keep up the good work and be
happy'
Phi Mu Love. Carol

AppWcatons for scholarships offered through
the College of Education lor the 1985-86
academic year are available in Room 365
Education Bmkiing Candidates must be enrolled in the College ol Education to apply
Deadline for returning applications is February
20 1985
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!!
Format Meeting 7.30pm McFall Center, 2nd
floor Guest speaker Anheuser-Buach Inc..
social afterwards- see you there!!

LOST & FOUND
LOST One black original Navy coat Name
"Whitia" inside, emotional value No questions
asked, please return Call Sue WhitJa 3548698

COME ANO JOIN THE FUN WITH ALPHA PHIS
AND ALPHA SIGS ON SAT. FEB 9, 9-1 AM IN
THE NORTHEAST COMMONS. IT'S GOING
TO BE THE WILDEST PARTY ON CAMPUS!
DON'T MS* IT!

Lost one GokJ Cross pen with engraved initials
LRS. has great personal value Please cal 3548480 (evenings)

Make
this

Pinch your pennies tonight1
At MAIN ST
Arkust your attitude with
45' wel drinks al night'
Check out our prices
MAIN ST
Cal 3520 3703 for details

SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO tpm
IF YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOU!
SNEA Donul Sales are here again! Mondays
and Thursdays 9:»0-11:30 a.ra.Flrat floor
Educ Bldg
SlambeughCongrMulatlona on your Phi Mu activation.
We know ill special, |usl like you are to ue.
lose alar/ays- your roomlaa
Teresa.
Congratulatxma on your engagement' May you
both be happy in Me Besl wishes- Brller
THMK FUNGI
THINK FLORIDA!
THINK FLORIOA FUNGI
HAPPY HOURS— THURS. FEB 7. 5-9 PM AT
UPTOWNI ON-CAMPUS PARTY- SAT FEB
9, 9-1 AH NORTHEAST COMMONS. BE
THERE TO PARTYI
TIRED OF THE BARB?
SICK OF THE SAME OLD ROUTINE?
COME TO FLORIDA FLING
AND CHANGE THAT!
SAT FEB 9. 9-1 AM
NORTHEAST COMMONS
TOOD AND SAM.
OET REAOY FOR AN EXCITING TIME AT THE
ALPHA DELT CRUSH OATE PARTY. LOVE,
YOUR MYSTERY DATES. PS. MORE
INSTRUCTIONS TO COME.
To whomever It was who obviously wanted lo
be the hockey players "Special Girt.'' Maybe II
you didn't throw yourselves al them and treat
them ike gods, (sorry to destroy anyone's
Qusions1). they d set more like humans'
SRC Water Aerobics
Tues a Thurs 7 30-8 15am
Club Pool
it any questions cal 2-2711
Undergraduate Student Government meets
every Thursday at 7:30 112 Llla Science.
Come voice your opinion. Get Involved.
When you care enough to send the very bestsend a SNEA Apple Gram lo a friend1 Sou
Mondays and Thursdays' 6 30-11 30 am
Women are as delicate as snowtlakes- unlll
they stick together. Join Women for Women
lonlghl at 9pm, rm 302 Hanna Hall
LASER ART
LASER ART
LASER ART

LIVE ROCK N ROLL
WEDNESDAY
HENRY "X "• BSQU'S OWN
MAIN ST.
352-3703

II you settle for whit they're giving you- you
deserve what you get. Work lor change with
Women lor Women
IS FLORIDA ON YOUR MIND?
THEN COME TO FLORIDA FLINGII
HAPPY HOURS- THURS. FEB 7, S-9PM
AT UPTOWN!- 50- AT DOOR!
ON CAMPUS PARTY- SAT. FEB 9. 9-1 AM
NORTHEAST COMMONS!
COME JOIN THE PARTYII
KIM Tlroak.
Congratulations on going active' We want to
take you out and celebrate'
The Maggots
LASER ART SALE
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
MON-FRI 10-4

W CARP.
YOU'LL NEVER MAKE IT HOME WITHOUT
THE RIGHT SIZE MAP
LOVE- 2nd BASE
YES- ITS THAT TIME AGAIN!
THE ALPHA SIGS AND ALPHA PHIS ARE
READY FOR A FLINGII YES- A "FLORIDA
FUNO'"COME SEE WHY THIS IS THE BEST
ON-CAMPUS ANNUAL PARTYI SAT FEB 9,
HAM! HAPPY HRS.- 5-9. THURS FEB 7 AT
UPTOWN!

MISS BGSU TICKETS
Union ticket booth- 9:30-4:}Opm
Monday Fab 4- Friday Feb 8
Get your ticket before thjaar Bold out.
Pinch your pennies lonlghl1
at MAIN ST
Adjust your attitude with
45' wet dnnks all night'
Check out our prices
MAIN ST
Cal 362 3703 lor delails
Frt-For-AJ Aerobics
lor Men
every Tues & Thurs 7-8am
LASER ART
LASER ART
LASER ART
PARTY HEARTY FOR FLORIDA FUNG!!
HAPPY HOURS- 5-9 PM THURS FEB 7
AT UPTOWN- SO CENTS AT DOOR!
ON-CAMPUS PARTY- SAT FEB 9, 9-1 AM
NORTHEAST COMMONS
COME AND JOIN THE PARTYII
PARTY WITH STYLE at Oaytona Beech ihis
spring break! Go wlih Designers ol Travel
and make the most of your vacation Prices
range form 1209-1229. Call 354-M53 lor Pam
or Anno

FALCON CUPPER Haircuts $8-7 hairstyles
$8-9 Cal lor an appl today' 352-6200

VALENTINE'S
DAY
special for the
ones you care about!

Perm Special
S25 00 includes cut ft stykng
Cal Arm at Family Hair Altar
353 4333 702 Sand Ridge
Good thru 2/28

Dear Peaches
Congratulations on becoming a new Alpha Xi
DeNa active Love from Houston, Texas
Robin and George

AIRLINES HIRING, $14 $39 000' Steward
esses Reservationrat1 Worldwide! Cal for
Guide. Directory Newsletter 1.(916) 9444444 x BG Air
Cornputers/operator. programmers and others
Cal the prolessonals 471-1440 Job Exchange Smallee.
CRUISESHIPS HIRING. $t8$30.000i Carrlbean. Hawaii. World Can lor Guide Directory.
Newsletter 1(9161 944 4444 x BG Cruise
Dratt persona Various positions available Cal
today 471 1440 Job Exchange Smallee
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men a Women)
The Toledo Joeil Electricians' Apprenticeship
and Training Committee w* be accepting appkcations lor apprenticeship horn January 28.
1985 through February 8. 1985 Applications
wl be a'nalabte al the Apprenticeship Training
Center. 803 Ume City Rood. Rosslord. Oho
(behind Local #8) from 9 30 a m to 11 30
a m. . Monday through Friday II you are
between 18 and 26 (mclusivel years ol age (up
to 30 for quaaty-ng veterans), and successfully
completed one year ol algebra, have a high
school diploma and a math and science background, and are m good physical and menial
condition, you quality to apply lor sax] Program
YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Manager-Trainee Wil train and experienced
Cal now 471-1440 Job Exchange Small leel
Progressive company seeking ambitious mdi
vioual tor summer employment Excelent experience lor the business-minded individual
pursuing a business degree Wil involve the
coordination of outings and special events
Minimum ol two years ol undergraduate study
and flexible hours a must Send personal
inlormation or resume to Geauga Lake Personnel Dept. 1060 Aurora Rd. Aurura. OH
44202
Public Relations Creative, professional, rellaote Can 471-14-10 Jobexchanoe Smallee
Secretaries Ful & part time available Hiring
now Cal 471 1440 Job Exchange Smal
CcrutvaaluiB. CAMP WAYNE, northeaatern
Perma Co-ed children's camp We wil interview on Camp Day Tuesday March 5th Write
12 Alevard SI. Lx)o Beach. NY 11561
(Include your telephone number) or cal 516889 3217
Human service agency NW Otao H interested
m employment cal (4191 875-6965 Mon -Fri
EOE
Data entry Entry level career oriented Hiring
now Cal471-1440 JobExchange Srnajleo
EARN $8 15 PER HOUR Excel pi time
telephone sales opportunity 10am to 3 p m
3 days per week Commission sales with no
traveling Safes exp helpful but not necessary
Contact Lou Katoger Irom 9 30-11.30 a.m
362-7529
Knickerbocker ranitonal pi lime help needed
352-5822
Stalaaparaon so sel medium priced costume
ktwetry No cash, no catalogues, no parties
needed Immediate cash to salesperson Cal
Jim Goldsmith office |4I9| 337-3337 residence 1419) 337-0382 126 N Fulton SI
Wauaeon. OH 43667

WANTED

CANON AE—I. 80 200mm 135mm. AUTO
WINDER 188A Flash Unit Buying other equip
Must sel Soperatery or all together 352-7696
ALL-SPORTS PASS FOR SALE Price Nego
l can Beth al 354-7591
FOR SALE 1976 FORD GRAND TORINO
AM FM STEREO RUNS GOOD $500 00
CALL AFTER 10PM 354-7292
BOOKCASE WATERBED W' TOPLINE
MATRESS AND SIX DRAWERS INCLUDED
SHEETS OPTIONAL W PURCHASE TO INQUIRE CALL BOB 353 4737 ($200 OR BEST
OFFER)

2 Respon F Students seeking apt hse 8586 achl-yr Cal Saty 2-4925

Rotel receiver Excel cond Best oiler John
352-7613

Male rmte tor 2 bdrm . unlum apt Own room,
gas heat < cooking 300 Napoleon Rd #A-2
S125/mo plus electric 354-8256 eves

Steel Army desk, good condihon 7 drawers.
green. $50 362 8096

Roommate needed lor Spring/Summer
Apt Corner ol S Coiege 1 Napoleon
near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don
or Damon 354 8141

FOR SALE TRS-80 M-crocompuler Model 3
48K One disk drive DS.DD Besl olteri Cal Joe
at 352-3429 alter 2 30
Newly reupholalered chaw, men's 10 speed
Fmi Dike Besl oHer eves 352 1220

3 F Non-sm rmmts needed lor Fall 85 Blh
SI apt S112/mo Cal Laa at 354 7592
Roommate Needed
2 gals need 3rd roommate Wei l»n your own
room Onrjaiaty $725 00/semesler WI now
rent lor $526 00 Apartment on comer ol 5th A
High Cal 354-5387
ROOMMATES WANTEDNeed two or three
dependable, considerate adults to share three
bedroom house, ten blocks from campus Good
study conditions, quiel neighborhood, no loud
parties Cal Lee. weekdays alter 6:30pm or al
day on weekends Phone 352-8281 Gamers
most welcome

FOR RENT

Apartments, Houses. Duplexes
Cal 354 2260 or 352 8553
John Newtove Real Estate
311 E Woosler

t FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY. NICE FULLY FURNISHED
APT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 9110IMO. CALL

384-296B
LASER ART
LASER ART
LASER ART

HELP WANTED
Accountants Entry level $ experience Cal me
professionals
471*1440
Job Exchange
Smallee

FOR SALE
Order your
GIRL SCOUT COOKIES
February 1-11
Cal Barb at 2-8478
Campus Scouts

LIVE ROCK 'N ROLL
WEDNESOAYI
HENRY "X "- BGSU'S OWN
MAIN ST.
352-3703

Congratulations to the academic wizards ol
Alpha Tau Omega on having the * 1 grade point
average lor actives and the highest overs!
GPA
Crazy.
Thanks for being such a great big

RICH BIMONTE
I DON'T HAVE TO WAIT UNTIL THE 14th TO
SAY HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU. THANKS FOR
MAKING EVERY DAY VALENTINE'S DAY.
COULD I BE HAPPIER? YOU'LL SEE.
XXOO, VAL

I DID mm
I LOST TLBS. IN ONLY TWO WEEKS!
FOR ONLY I .SO/DAY YOU TOO CAN
SHED YOUR WINTER COAT.
FOR MORE INFO CALL MARNE 2-1S00

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
SRC WATER AEROBICS
TUES 5 THURS 7 30-8 15am
Club Pool
It any questions cal 2-2711

• • • DON'T MISS • • •
The Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant FeO
ruary 7.9.9 al Kobacker HI

I F rmte needed IMMEDIATELY Lge Furrattled Apt Close to campus Cal Sue 3530239
I Male roommate lor Spring semester, non• smoker t 1 it blocks lo campus $83 33
month pkrs utilities Own room 220TroupAve
Cal 354-1262 anytime lor Brian or Ed

'

Carty Renters
houses S apartments
otlice hours 11 -4pm
al 316 E Merry Apt 3
or phone anytime lor info

352 7366

Rockledge Manor
Large 2 bedroom furnished apt
dishwasher, extra storage
South Coiege & 6th
Cal 352 3841 12 4 or 3542260
John Newtove. Real Estate

One and two bedroom apartments/ houses
dose lo campus S and V Rentals 9am 3pm
362-7454 Alter 5pm cal 832-7555
Houses A Aprs lor 1985-86 school year
Smrth-Boggs Rentals 352-9457 btwn 12
4pm or 352-8917 atler 6 00pm

, Have your Valentine
[printed in the BG News I
Valentine's
Day!

Attention Students available lor Summer and
Fal 3 bedroom Ranch Home Cal Betty Baker
at 352-9110 after 4 30
Need F students lo III apla and houses
now Near campus Ph 352 7366

AVSJI

Apt. tor Rent for Spring Semester.
2 bedroom, fully turn, apt- Heel, Cable TV.
hookup, water paid by owner. Close to
oampua. Call 362-7162 ask lot Rich.
Steeping rooms aval Furn ft unlurn Aval 2nd
semester Neat ft dean Cal Newtove Mgml
352-5620

Hurry, there is a limited
number available $
5 per message
The BG News
106 University Hall
372-2601

f**

THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVIStON. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIU
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER ft FALL
451 THURSTIN AVE 352-5435
2 bedroom apta.

■ It Ma eta i

352-2663
Large 3 bdrm house on S. Prospect UN plus
$350/now ft $40O/mo Fal 362-2658

Where Tolado Dances

1533 S. Byrne Rd., Toledo. OH.

-V

Waich l« our Florida trip giveaway!

Dale 352-4380

Fal 1985
2 bdrm turn apt

•aba tat saaam So I yoa'r. II I «
coat -art, Ma Raaat'i m WRQN

phone: 383-1676

HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Close to Campus for Summer 1986 and '15-66 school year.
-MT-tMl

